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What is a dashboard, anyway? (Andy C)
In this webinar, Andy Cotgreave will challenge the traditional definition of a dashboard and 
show you how to more effectively engage your dashboard users.

OCT 24

Dashboards for insight and impact (Steve W and 
Jeff S)
Learn best practices, reusable concepts, and even a dashboard-horror story or two during 
this webinar hosted by two Tableau Zen Masters.

OCT 31

Design tricks for great dashboards (Andy C)
Whether you make functional, operational dashboards, or beautiful persuasive pieces of 
work, this webinar will help frame your approach.

NOV07

The Data Debate: Andy Cotgreave vs Andy Kirk 
Get ready for the biggest data visualisation debate of the year as Andy Kirk and Andy 
Cotgreave go head-to-head as they tackle some of the biggest questions in data viz.

NOV 09

Eye Tracking: What it teaches us about 
dashboard design (Andy C and Amy A)
Join Amy Alberts of Tableau Research and Andy Cotgreave, data visualization expert and 
author, as they discuss how certain design elements affect where people look on 
dashboards.

NOV 14

Dead-end dashboards and how to avoid them 
(Andy C)
Learn how to evolve your business intelligence investments beyond dead-end dashboards 
and towards data-driven decisions.

NOV 21
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How does this happen?
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The solution?The solution:

Credit: Gwen Schroeder, Flickr, and The Herald Sun
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“Story Points give you the 

opportunity to segment 

your presentation (like 

PowerPoint), and allows 

you to be able to drill down 

a little bit deeper, or even 

dig into the underlying data 

to answer an unanticipated 

question.
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Data visualisation
Known unknowns
Predefined answers only

Visual analytics
Unknown unknowns
Instant answers to new questions
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